Welsh Kite Trust Christmas Cards
This year’s new Christmas card design is a watercolour by local artist Owen Williams. It
beautifully depicts a kite gliding over a local winter landscape ahead of an approaching
snow shower. Owen, whose main subjects are wildlife and country sports, was recently
commissioned by the Royal Household to paint ‘The Flight Pond at Sandringham’ as a 21st
birthday present to HRH Prince William.
Owen’s father was once the warden of Tregaron Bog and worked with Peter Walters Davies
protecting kites in the 1960s so a love of kites and other Welsh wildlife is in the blood.
N. B. in the run-up to Christmas all card orders are dispatched within 24 hrs of receipt of order.

Original artwork available
As well as donating the copyright use of the image free of charge, Owen has very kindly given
us the original painting to auction off to help raise funds for the Trust.
As a gesture of thanks for all the support the Trust receives we are giving “Friends of the Welsh
Kite” first option on this original and unique piece of art. The painting measures 36 cm by 27 cm
and is unframed and unmounted. A guide to the price it could be expected to fetch can be found
by visiting Owen’s website at www.owenwilliams.org.uk. We have placed a reserve price on the
painting but are happy to sell it to the highest bidder over and above that reserve price. Welsh
Kite Trust would retain the right to use the image for future cards/prints if so desired.
In an uncertain financial world this represent a sound and highly attractive financial investment
(safer than cash in a bank anyway!) and would also support our work in a major way. If you would
like to bid please send your name, address, telephone number and the amount you would like
to bid to Tony Cross at the Trust’s usual address. The painting will be sold to the highest bid,
over and above the reserve price, received before the 31st December 2008. If no bids reach the
reserve price the painting will be retained and auctioned at a later date.
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Report on the Red Kite Breeding
Season in Wales 2008
The breeding season of 2008 marked
a tremendous milestone in Red Kite
monitoring in Wales. For the first time
over 500 occupied territories were

nests with an unprecedented number
of nests blown down or destroyed.
However, the population in Wales
is now large enough and dispersed

agent for the shooting estate it was
on refused all requests for access to
monitor the nest or read the tags on
the Welsh-bred adult. We are aware,
from sightings made from a public

identified (568 in fact, nearly 100
more than in 2007!) and at least 489
actual nest sites were located. This
is a truly marvellous achievement
from our (mainly volunteer) watcher
network and one they can all be justly
proud of. I would like to thank them
all for their continued and enthusiastic
support.

enough to weather just about any
storm and ensure that a good number
of chicks fledge at the end of the
season. The one concern at present
is that, although a record number of
chicks were marked, very few have yet
turned up at the main feeding stations.
Perhaps juvenile mortality has been
higher than normal or perhaps the
wet conditions have meant a good
supply of natural food in the form of
earthworms.

highway close by, that the pair reared
at least 2 young. There was no sign of
either of the other two pairs present in
recent years.

Who would have thought that after
last year’s non-event of a summer
we would have to endure a repeat
performance during 2008? Thankfully,
the early part of the season was
reasonably warm and dry and many
pairs once again got off to an early
start. A change to colder and wetter
weather in late March/early April
halted things somewhat, with many
of the pairs that had not already laid,
delaying breeding until later in the
month. This gave a slightly more
protracted season compared to 2007.
Warm and dry weather from mid
May through to early June resulted
in a fairly reasonable hatch, although
high winds at the end of May took
their toll and many nests failed with
small young. Further high winds and
rain in June and July caused more
nest losses and inevitably reduced
the brood size at some successful
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The increase in breeding pairs is
reflected in an increase in range,
although there are no significant
additions this year. Pembrokeshire
had no fewer than 16 territorial pairs
located and on the opposite side of the
range the honorary Welsh population in
Shropshire increased to seven known
breeding pairs, six of them successfully,
rearing a total of 12 young. This latter
figure is amazing given that kites bred
successfully for the first time in the
modern era in Shropshire just two
years ago rearing two chicks near
Knighton. One of the successful adults
there this year, Black/Green “star”,
was one of those historic first two
chicks. News from Herefordshire was
not quite so encouraging. Only 1 nest
was known and unfortunately the land

The 2008 distribution of the 568
known territorial pairs, by Watsonian
vice county was as follows (Revised
2007 figures in brackets);
Cardiganshire		

206 (187)

Radnorshire		

109 (73)

Carmarthenshire

80 (76)

Breconshire		

62 (58)

Montgomeryshire

54 (36)

Pembrokeshire		

16 (8)

West Glamorgan

13 (13)

Meirionydd		

9 (12)

Monmouthshire

5 (2)

Caernarfonshire

2 (2)

Denbighshire		

2 (2)

Mid Glamorgan

2 (4)

Honorary Welsh nests included in the
totals were present in;
Shropshire		

7 (6)

Herefordshire		

1 (3)

Table 1: A Comparison Of Regional Productivity In Red Kites 1993 - 2008
No. of breeding pairs

2008 2007

2006

Wales (monitored)
568
471
Wales (estimated)
750-900 672-840
Southern England (mon)
162
184
Southern England (est.) 450-500 350+
East Midlands
95
68
Yorkshire
69
47
Northern Kites
22
10
North Scotland
50
39
Central Scotland
45
34
Dumfries & Galloway
32
21

% of pairs successful

2008

Wales
Southern England
East Midlands
Yorkshire
Northern Kites
North Scotland
Central Scotland
Dumfries & Galloway

62
86
86
84
64
85
N/A
84

No. of Chicks reared
Wales (= estimated no.)
Southern England
East Midlands
Yorkshire
Northern Kites
North Scotland
Central Scotland
Dumfries & Galloway

Chicks/breeding pair
Wales
Southern England
East Midlands
Yorkshire
Northern Kites
North Scotland
Central Scotland
Dumfries & Galloway

Chicks/successful pair
Wales
Southern England
East Midlands
Yorkshire
Northern Kites
North Scotland
Central Scotland
Dumfries & Galloway

60
N/A
90
81
80
72
76
90

2008

650-825 600+
580-720 600+
173+
92+
115+
79
22
11
82+
65
76
59
53
38

2008
0.96
N/A
1.82
1.72
1.00
1.78
1.69
1.76

2005

2000

1999

1998

N/A
285
132

202
259
112

181

167

152

130

127

111

75

71

52

35

24

20

15
8

16
3

7

4

4

1

34
10

32
7

30
4

23
2

23

17

15

8

2007

59
N/A
84
90
40
90
71
82

2007

420-504
600
130
75
3
79
44+
27

2007
0.86
N/A
1.35+
1.68
1.10
1.67
1.74
1.81

2008
1.49
1.70
2.11
1.98
1.57
2.10
2.30
2.12

2001

346
329
320
259
212
500-600 440 - 510 400 - 450 350-400 300-350
68
119
213
177
139
N/A
300+
300+
74
52
37
24
23
40
33
24
16
10
5
40
39
35
35
35
28
25
17
18
15
17
12
3
4

1.42
1.57
2.04
2.08
1.37
2.32
2.27
2.00

0.89
N/A
1.76
1.87
0.6
1.97
1.57
1.59

2007

1.42
2.03
2.12
2.08
1.50
2.19
2.20
1.93

Whilst there is little doubt that the
population in Wales is still expanding
fairly rapidly, some of the increases
are due to changed monitoring levels.
There was better coverage this year
in Montgomeryshire, Radnorshire and
Monmouthshire. Carmarthenshire
in particular and Breconshire and
Meirionydd too could all do with an
increased level of monitoring as there
are doubtless many extra pairs to be
found. Milestones were achieved here
too with over 200 pairs recorded nesting
in Cardiganshire and over 100 pairs in
Radnorshire. It is staggering to reflect
that the Welsh Kite Trust was initiated
following RSPB and CCW’s decision
to terminate full annual monitoring
when the Welsh population reached
100 pairs as recently as 1994!
As mentioned previously we were
aware of at least 568 territorial pairs,
which represents a 20% increase on

2004

2006

2003

2002

2005

2004

2003

1997

2002

2001

1996

2000

1995

1994

1999

1998

63
N/A
85
85

66
95
73
79

59
92
88
94

63
86
83
90

59
N/A
82
100

48
84
63
33

65
95
86

67
92
50

65
88
75

69
94
0

63
92

63
85

92
60
83

86
77
67

94
78
25

91
73

91
70

94
71

77
100

87
100

83

94

73

87

2006

2005

2004

440-510 361-400+ 273-312
500+
383
312
99
55
45
52
44
32
85
28
18

2006

80
32
3

2005

71
34
1

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

300
219
43
20

247
246
25
15

133
202
22
2

165
155
16

174
143
3

129
100
8

119
80

117
55

99
37

88
25

77
18

74
10

54
5

44
5

39

39

26
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2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

1.06
N/A
1.90
1.58

1.03
1.78
1.49
1.83

0.85
1.76
1.87
2.00

0.87
1.57
1.87
2.00

0.96
1.86
2.27
1.87

0.69
1.8
1.37
0.67

0.91
2.07
2.28

1.04
2.01
0.75

0.85
1.92
2.00

0.91
2.28
0.00

0.92
2.29

0.89
1.85

2.18
1.12
1.50

2.29
1.45
1.00

2.00
1.89
0.25

2.50
1.67

2.30
1.80

2.31
1.43

1.80
1.25

1.91
2.50

1.70

2.29

1.73

1.63

1.57
1.99
2.25
1.85

1.47
1.87
2.04
2.32

1.32
1.76
2.14
2.13

1.39
1.84
2.26
2.22

1.47
N/A
2.78
1.87

1.36
2.15
2.20
2.00

1.40
2.18
2.67

1.55
2.20
1.5

1.30
2.17
2.67

1.32
2.42
0.00

1.48
2.50

1.41
2.18

2.36
1.87
1.80

2.67
1.88
1.50

2.15
2.43
1.00

2.72
2.27

2.48
2.57

2.47
2.00

2.35
1.25

2.20
2.50

2.05

2.44

2.36

1.86

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

the 2007 figure. The breeding status
and/or final outcome of 96 of these
pairs was unknown or uncertain. At
least 489 pairs were known to have
built nests and at least 461 of these
pairs laid eggs. 283 pairs were known
to have reared a minimum of 418
young.
Of the total of 489 nest-building pairs,
a high proportion - 431 (88.1%) - were
found at the egg stage or earlier and
also had a known outcome. It is these
nests that provide us with the most
useful information on productivity and
success rates. Using this sample as our
starting point at least 410 pairs (95.1%)
laid eggs, at least 285 pairs (66.1%)
hatched a minimum of 428 chicks
and 267 pairs (61.9%) reared at least
395 young (1.48 young per successful
pair, 0.96 young per egg laying pair,
0.86 young per territorial pair). These
figures show an improvement on last

2001

2000

1999

1998

year with the success rate increasing
from 59.0% to 61.9 %. This might
not sound like a very big increase,
but applied to the monitored Welsh
population it represents an extra 14
successful nests or 21 young reared.
Observed brood sizes were 153 x 1,
100 x 2 and 14 x 3 or 1.48/young
per successful nest and this agrees
well with the figure obtained using
only brood sizes at ringed nests; 102
x 1, 3 x 2 and 12 x 3 (1.49/young per
successful nest). This demonstrates
that most watchers’ assessment of the
number of young present in a nest was
pretty accurate although there was a
slight tendency to under-estimate.
The Welsh Kite Trust’s collaboration
in the re-introduction of Red Kites to
Ireland continued into its second year.
This year’s target of 53 chicks was
almost twice last year’s as the RSPB
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lead project in Northern Ireland finally
got the necessary consent. Collection
of chicks was undertaken with the
assistance of teams from the Golden
Eagle Trust - headed by their Red
Kite Project Leader, Damian Clarke
and RSPB Northern Ireland – Project
Officer Rob Straughan. The 53 chicks
were collected in a little under two
weeks and with a full day to spare!
They comprised 2 single chicks from
nests that were blown-down by high
winds, 43 chicks taken from 43 broods
of two and 8 chicks from 4 broods of
3. Twenty-seven of them headed off
to Northern Ireland and 26 went to join
last year’s releases in Co. Wicklow.
Apart from these 53, 243 other chicks
were also ringed which represents
the highest number of young ever
marked in a single season in Wales
and was in no small part due to the
extra assistance provided. Special
thanks must go to Damian, Ann and
Mark (Golden Eagle Trust Limited)
who shared much of the tree-climbing

with us whilst they were ihere.
Estimating the actual Red Kite
population each year becomes more
and more of an educated guess. Based
on previous figures, and taking into
account the increases in the breeding
population recorded this year, the
Welsh population is undoubtedly in
the region of 750 – 900 breeding pairs
- possibly even higher.
Thanks are due, as usual, to all the
members of the Welsh Kite Watchers’
Group who for the first time in 12 years
I am going to list in full; Richard Barrett,
Tony Braithwaite, Moira Convery,
Dafydd Davies, John A. Davis, John
E. Davis, Peter Davis, John Davis,
Dee Doody, Gruff Ellis, Philip Ellis,
Stephen Frederick, Andy and Josh
Harris, Professor Mike Hayward,
Michael Hickling, Penri James, Paddy
Jenks, Bryan Jones, Kelvin Jones,
Mike Jones, Professor Len Kersley,
John Lloyd, David & Daphne Knight,

Richard Knight, Colin Law, Roy Leigh,
Jerry Lewis, Red Liford, Iwan Owen,
Barry Penney, Elfyn Pugh, Terry &
Sue Reeves, Gwyn Roberts, John
F. Roberts, John L. Roberts, Steve
Roberts, Mike Sidaway, Leo Smith,
Dick Squires, Liz & Brian Snell,
Adrienne Stratford, Reg Thorpe, Tony
& Kim Walker, Peter Walters Davies,
Chris Wells and Iolo Williams. Without
your assistance and commitment the
Welsh Kite Trust could not continue.
Thanks also to the Irish contingent;
Damian Clarke, Ann Fitzpatrick, Mark
Lewis, Rob Straughan, Adam McClure,
Kendrew Colhoun and Matthew
Tickner.
Finally thanks are due, as always, to
the vital contribution made by all the
hundreds of landowners who have
allowed us access for monitoring nests
and also kindly agreed to the collection
of young for the re-introduction projects
– I am sorry I can’t list you all !

Report on the Red Kite Breeding
Season in Wales 2008
The breeding season of 2008 marked
a tremendous milestone in Red Kite
monitoring in Wales. For the first time
over 500 occupied territories were
identified (568 in fact, nearly 100
more than in 2007!) and at least 489
actual nest sites were located. This
is a truly marvellous achievement
from our (mainly volunteer) watcher
network and one they can all be
justly proud of. I would like to
thank them all for their continued and
enthusiastic support.
Who would have thought that after
last year’s non-event of a summer
we would have to endure a repeat
performance during 2008? Thankfully,
the early part of the season was
reasonably warm and dry and many
pairs once again got off to an early
start. A change to colder and wetter
weather in late March/early April
halted things somewhat, with many
of the pairs that had not already laid,
delaying breeding until later in the
month. This gave a slightly more
protracted season compared to 2007.
Warm and dry weather from mid May
through to early June resulted in a
fairly reasonable hatch although high
winds at the end of May took their
toll and many nests failed with small
young. Further high winds and rain
in June and July caused further nest
losses and inevitably reduced the
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brood size at some successful nests
with an unprecedented number of
nests blown down or destroyed.
However, the population in Wales
is now large enough and dispersed
enough to weather just about any
storm and ensure that a good number
of chicks fledged at the end of the
season. The one concern at present
is that, although a record number of
chicks were marked, very few have
yet turned up at the main feeding
stations. Perhaps juvenile mortality
has been higher than normal or
perhaps the wet conditions have
meant a good supply of natural food
in the form of earthworms.
The increase in breeding pairs is
reflected in an increase in range,
although there are no significant
additions this year. Pembrokeshire
had no fewer than 16 territorial pairs
located and on the opposite side
of the range the honorary Welsh
population in Shropshire increased
to seven known breeding pairs, six of
them successfully, rearing a total of
12 young. This latter figure is amazing
given that kites bred successfully
for the first time in the modern era
in Shropshire just two years ago
rearing two chicks near Knighton.
One of the successful adults there
this year, Black/Green “star”, was
one of those historic first two chicks.

News from Herefordshire was not
quite so encouraging. Only 1 nest
was known and unfortunately the
land agent for the shooting estate
it was on refused all requests for
access to monitor the nest or read
the tags on the Welsh-bred adult. We
are aware, from sightings made from
a public highway close by, that the
pair reared at least 2 young. There
was no sign of either of the other two
pairs present in recent years.
The 2008 distribution of the 568
known territorial pairs, by Watsonian
vice county was as follows (Revised
2007 figures in brackets);
Cardiganshire		

206 (187)

Radnorshire		

109 (73)

Carmarthenshire

80 (76)

Breconshire		

62 (58)

Montgomeryshire

54 (36)

Pembrokeshire		

16 (8)

West Glamorgan

13 (13)

Meirionydd		

9 (12)

Monmouthshire

5 (2)

Caernarfonshire

2 (2)

Denbighshire		

2 (2)

Mid Glamorgan

2 (4)

Honorary Welsh nests included in
the totals were present in;
Shropshire		

7

(6)

Herefordshire		

1

(3)

Whilst there is little doubt that the
population in Wales is still expanding
fairly rapidly, some of the increases
are due to changed monitoring
levels. There was better coverage
this year in Montgomeryshire,
Radnorshire and Monmouthshire.
Carmarthenshire in particular and
Breconshire and Meirionydd too
could all do with an increased level
of monitoring as there are doubtless
many extra pairs to be found.
Milestones were achieved here too
with over 200 pairs recorded nesting
in Cardiganshire and over 100 pairs
in Radnorshire. It is staggering to
reflect that the Welsh Kite Trust
was initiated following RSPB and
CCW’s decision to terminate full
annual monitoring when the Welsh
population reached 100 pairs as
recently as 1994!
As mentioned previously we were
aware of at least 568 territorial pairs,
which represents a 20% increase on
the 2007 figure. The breeding status
and/or final outcome of 96 of these
pairs was unknown or uncertain. At
least 489 pairs were known to have
built nests and at least 461 of these
pairs laid eggs. 283 pairs were
known to have reared a minimum of
418 young.
Of the total of 489 nest-building
pairs, a high proportion - 431 (88.1%)
- were found at the egg stage or
earlier and had a known outcome.
It is these nests that provide us
with the most useful information on
productivity and success rates. Using
this sample as our starting point at
least 410 pairs (95.1%) laid eggs,
at least 285 pairs (66.1%) hatched
a minimum of 428 chicks and 267
pairs (61.9%) reared at least 395
young (1.48 young per successful
pair, 0.96 young per egg laying pair,
0.86 young per territorial pair). These
figures show an improvement on last
year with the success rate increasing
from 59.0% to 61.9 % .. This might
not sound like a very big increase,
but applied to the monitored Welsh
population it represents an extra
14 successful nests or 21 young
reared.
Observed brood sizes were 153 x 1,
100 x 2 and 14 x 3 or 1.48/young per
successful nest and this agrees well
with the figure obtained using only
brood sizes at ringed nests; 102 x

1, 73 x 2 and 12 x 3 (1.49/young per
successful nest). This demonstrates
that most watchers’ assessment of
the number of young present in a
nest was pretty accurate although
there was a slight tendency to underestimate.
The Welsh Kite Trust’s collaboration
in the re-introduction of Red Kites
to Ireland continued into its second
year. This year’s target of 53 chicks
was almost twice last year’s as
the RSPB lead project in Northern
Ireland finally got the necessary
consent. Collection of chicks was
undertaken with the assistance of
teams from the Golden Eagle Trust
- headed by their Red Kite Project
Leader, Damian Clarke and RSPB
Northern Ireland – Project Officer
Rob Straughan. The 53 chicks were
collected in a little under two weeks
and with a full day to spare! They
comprised 2 single chicks from nests
that were blown-down by high winds,
43 chicks taken from 43 broods of
two and 8 chicks from 4 broods of 3.
Twenty-seven of them headed off to
Northern Ireland and 26 went to join
last year’s releases in Co. Wicklow.
Apart from these 53, 243 other chicks
were also ringed which represents
the highest number of young ever
marked in a single season in Wales
and was in no small part due to the
extra assistance provided. Special
thanks go to Damian Ann and Mark
(Golden Eagle Trust) who shared
much of the tree-climbing with us
whilst they were in here.
Estimating the actual Red Kite
population each year becomes more
and more of an educated guess.
Based on previous figures and
taking into account the increases
in the breeding population recorded

this year the Welsh population is
undoubtedly in the region of 750
– 900 breeding pairs - possibly even
higher.
Thanks are due, as usual, to all
the members of the Welsh Kite
Watchers’ Group who for the first time
in 12 years I am going to list in full;
Richard Barrett, Tony Braithwaite,
Moira Convery, Dafydd Davies, John
A. Davis, John E. Davis, Peter Davis,
John Davis, Dee Doody, Gruff Ellis,
Philip Ellis, Stephen Frederick, Andy
and Josh Harris, Professor Mike
Hayward, Michael Hickling, Penri
James, Paddy Jenks, Bryan Jones,
Kelvin Jones, Mike Jones, Professor
Len Kersley, John Lloyd, David &
Daphne Knight, Richard Knight, Colin
Law, Roy Leigh, Jerry Lewis, Red
Liford, Iwan Owen, Barry Penney,
Elfyn Pugh, Terry & Sue Reeves,
Gwyn Roberts, John F. Roberts,
John L. Roberts, Steve Roberts,
Mike Sidaway, Leo Smith, Dick
Squires, Liz & Brian Snell, Adrienne
Stratford, Reg Thorpe, Tony & Kim
Walker, Peter Walters Davies, Chris
Wells and Iolo Williams. Without
your assistance and commitment the
Welsh Kite Trust could not continue.
Thanks also to the Irish contingent;
Damian Clarke, Ann Fitzpatrick,
Mark Lewis, Rob Straughan, Adam
McClure, Kendrew Colhoun and
Matthew Tickner.
Finally thanks are due, as always, to
the vital contribution made by all the
hundreds of landowners who have
allowed us access for monitoring
nests and also kindly agreed to
the collection of young for the reintroduction projects – sorry I can’t
list you all!

Loading up the first batch of young kites ready for the journey to Ireland. The Republic
of Ireland birds travelled incognito and the Northern Irish ones travelled RSPB style - we
had
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WHO’S WHO AT THE WELSH KITE TRUST
Dee Doody

To most who know me I am just
‘Dee’ but in fact I was born Diarmid
Ewen Cameron Doody in what was
Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia in
1952 and spent my early years with
my brother John, mother kitty and
father John. During the war, my
mother had worked for the U.N. in
Cairo and my father had been in
the Palestine Police throughout the
Arab revolt and later patrolled the
Red Sea attempting to stamp out
the slave trade as well as being involved in contraband control in the
Aegean. He was also a naturalist
and writer for journals like the Illustrated London News, Blackwoods
and National Geographic on the
wildlife of southern Africa as well as
researching the last resting places
of the old sailing ships that rounded
the Cape on their way to Ceylon
and India.
Following the death of my brother,
I spent a lot of time with my Father
travelling into the game reserves
on photographic expeditions to film
species like Lion, Giraffe, Impala,
Elephants, Rhinos, and all the
other species that were so much
more abundant then. I remem6

ber doing things you just don’t do
in Britain, like feeding orphaned
baby elephants by bottle, watching crowned cranes displaying and
Impala males fighting to the death.
These were important times for me
and sparked off the long-standing
love affair with nature that I have to
this day.
At the age of eight I left South Africa and we sailed to Australia, New
Zealand, Fiji, Tahiti and across the
Pacific to Panama and then on to
the UK. My arrival in Liverpool in
winter was a shock! Standing on
deck and trying to understand why
my hands and feet hurt so much!!
Also, all the toys I had in Africa
were ‘made in England’ so why
wasn’t every shop a toyshop???
Sadly, my father died when I was
eight, and after some moving
about, my mother and I settled in
Sevenoaks in Kent, where at the
age of about 14, after collecting
fossils for a bit, I discovered birds
big time when a Great spotted
woodpecker arrived in the garden
and I then found a lapwing nest
with four beautiful eggs right under

my feet, - wow! Well, apart from
Pamela Harrison’s cleavage, these
were the most exciting things I had
seen and set me on a path directly
to the Kent Ornithological Society
where totally coincidentally Pamela
might put in an appearance too if I
was lucky. Here I met Roy Coles
(recently warden of Bough Beech
Reservoir and now sadly so unwell)
who took me under his wing and
taught me so much. We would go
on many of the field trips to places
like Sheppey, Dungeness and cliff
pools with 4 am starts in an old
Lotus 7 to be on site at dawn for
Harriers, Short-eared Owls, Snow
Buntings etc. Brilliant birding!
Soon I was married and raising
children. I was working mainly in
London doing design and exhibition work of various kinds and then
gave it up to design and make
children’s rocking chairs. I carried
on making furniture until one day in
1981 the phone went and a friend,
Barry Long, said, ‘You know you
love birds of prey. Well, did you
know that there is a job going working on Merlins’? Well I went for it
straight away and after an interview
with R.S.P.B. in Newtown, where
I was stupid enough to be honest
and say the only Merlins I had seen
were attacking a crow over forestry….I was promptly redirected towards a rivers project as a looney!!
(At that time it was not fully realised
that many Merlin pairs were regularly nesting in the forestry). Well I
was lucky, Colin Bibby (who tragically died recently) happened to
walk in and asked if there was anyone about, and to cut things short, I
started working with Colin on a full
time study of this wonderful species
here in Wales. They were amazing
years and working with Colin was a
true delight as well as an honour.
As well as working on Merlins, I
was asked to help on Peregrines,
Red Kites and Goshawks, climbing to the nests to mark eggs and
ring chicks as well as guard many
of the nests. It was in those days
that I would meet people like Peter
Davis, Peter Walters Davies, Roger
Lovegrove, Iolo Williams and a very
young (and smelly) Tony Cross.
Well he was! I never knew
anyone so constantly covered in
Raven, Kite or Starling droppings!

(Not sure I can allow this bit! Ed).
In 1989, I was asked to go to
Scotland and raise, release and
radio- track the very first Red Kites
to be re-introduced back into the
Highlands. These were birds
kindly donated by Sweden to the
Scottish release programmes but
sadly the Northern Scottish birds,
on the Black Isle have suffered
from persecution in the surrounding grouse-rearing areas. After
this I became involved in setting up
cctv cameras in Wales as part of a
study into poor breeding amongst
Welsh Kites and later in Scotland
for the public to see into nests of
Kites, Goshawks and Ospreys.
Soon I was asked by ITV to be the
presenter of wildlife programmes
and I offered to do the filming that
went into the series. This rash
move led to my becoming a full
time wildlife cameraman.
Nowadays, when I’m not out monitoring around 50 breeding pairs of
kites in the Upper Wye Valley and
surrounding area, I also lecture and
make environmental films as well
as painting wildlife. For the references that I need, I spend as much
time as possible in sanctuaries with
big cats and produce large canvases of mainly Bengal and Siberian
Tigers as well as Snow Leopards.
I also produce water colours of
birds of prey with one very beautiful
bird being the main subject…..The
Red Kite of course.
Anyone wishing to see Dee’s art
work should go to:
www.deedoodywildlife.co.uk
or to see Dee’s video work go to:
www.cambrianfilms.co.uk

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND REINTRODUCTION
UPDATE
Damian Clarke
It has been a year since I was last
asked to write an update and it
seems to have passed very quickly.
Since my last report our ‘07 kites
have had to suffer their first Irish
winter, which they did admirably
and this summer we have released
a further twenty-six Welsh Red
Kites into Co. Wicklow.
Monitoring them all last winter was a
really enjoyable experience. I spent
many dark evenings out looking
for kite roosts. Having only seen a
couple of kite roosts in the UK in
the past, it was a real pleasure to
have some a little closer to home.
Originally the roosts were small
and spread out around the release
area, but as the winter went on
one roost became dominant. The
best night came when a friend and
I were watching a distant Scots
Pine tree where we could see a
couple of kites perched. We were
attempting to read their wing tags,
when something spooked the kites
and to our amazement twenty-one
of them exploded out of the tree!
There were another three kites in
a different roost, so this count of
twenty-four kites in February was
the highest count in 2008.
It wasn’t long after that roost count,
that the kites started to drop their
tail-mounted radios and monitoring
them became far trickier. In late
spring it looked like three pairs of
kites had formed. One of the pairs
caused me a lot of excitement.
On a number of occasions I saw
the male provisioning the female
with prey. They would then stand
side by side on their perch sharing
the food. It all looked very cosy
and I will admit to having looked
for a nest in that area on more
than one occasion. Unfortunately
there were no nesting attempts
and my attention soon turned to
the upcoming collection of the new
kites.
This year we had set ourselves a
target of fifty-three kite chicks. RSPB
Northern Ireland were starting their
release in Co. Down this year,
so whatever number we collected
would be shared between Wicklow

and Down. The pressure was on,
but I need not have worried. The
Welsh Kite Trust pulled out all the
stops and bird number fifty three
was collected a day early, leaving
us plenty of time to go looking for
goshawks. Unfortunately a ferry
cancellation meant we ended up
travelling home through the night,
but all the kites arrived at their
respective release sites safe and
sound.

Ann Fitzpatrick, a Ranger with the Wicklow
Mountains National Park s and Wildlife Service
with one of the young kites sent to Ireland.
This chick went to the Northern Ireland reintroduction project and was subseuently shot
and killed - see page 9 photo (c) Elfyn Pugh

On the 21st July we released all
twenty-six kites in Wicklow. They
had previously been fitted with wing
tags, radios and two got satellite
backpacks. The birds quickly took
to their newfound freedom. Having
experienced this all last year I knew
what to expect and true to form the
kites left the release site and any
food I was leaving out for them
within a month of release. Since
then they have found all the same
good feeding areas that the 07
birds found, and are regularly seen
in their company.
In early October I found the main
roost currently in use. This roost
is used by both 2007 and 2008
birds. The 2007 birds now have
their adult plumage and are easily
identifiable by their grey heads,
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bright eyes and beautiful red tails.
To date sixteen of last years birds
have been seen in the roost and
I’m sure there are still more that will
turn up over the coming months. So
far the birds released this year are
all accounted for and doing well.
A year and a half into the project,
two out of five collections completed
and everything is going great. Next
spring I’m hoping that Wicklow
might have the first Red Kite nest in
Ireland in over two hundred years,
Red Kites are quickly becoming
a normal part of the landscape in
Co. Wicklow. None of this would be
possible without the efforts of the
Welsh Kite Trust and generosity of
the Welsh farmers and landowners,
many thanks to all involved on
the behalf of the Golden Eagle
Trust. Thanks in particular must go
to Tony Cross for his outstanding
efforts on our behalf. Thanks also
to Chris Powell at Gigrin Farm for
being such an amicable host to us
and our kites.
I’m already looking forward to
getting back over to Wales next
June, hopefully I’ll be able to bring
news of our own nesting success.
Cheers,
Damian
Damian Clarke, Red Kite Project
Manager, Golden Eagle Trust
Limited

FURTHER GENEROUS
DONATION FROM IRISH
supporter
The Trust recently received a
further donation of £600 from
John Lyden from Co. Cork.
As with John’s previous donation
we will obviously be using the
money towards supporting the
collection of birds for the proposed
re-introduction of Red Kites to the
Republic of Ireland
We would once again like to
thank John for his outstanding
generosity.
Any similar donations would be
most gratefully received.
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NORTHERN IRELAND REINTRODUCTION
UPDATE
Rob Straughan
In spring 2008 RSPB Northern
Ireland staff went to Wales to
collect 27 Red Kite chicks from Mid
Wales with the help of our partners
Golden Eagle Trust and Welsh Kite
Trust. Nests with 2 to 3 chicks aged
around four weeks were targeted to
ensure one chick would always be
left with its parents. Four weeks is
the ideal age as chicks can keep
themselves warm without needing
their mother to sit on them and can
manage to eat meat without any
help.
The kites were transported across
the Irish Sea then kept and fed in
aviaries in South County Down
before their release.
Days before the release all birds
were fitted with radio transmitters
and wing-tags. This lets us see
where birds are and we can check
they are alive and well. All the kites
released in 2008 have a black tag
on the right wing; a brown tag on
the left wing signifies that the bird
is from Northern Ireland. You can
recognise each bird by a yellow
capital letter on either wing tag.
All the letters of the alphabet have
been used plus ‘#’ for the 27th
bird.
The kites were released in Mid
July. All 27 birds flew strongly
from their cages and quickly settled
into the local countryside. This
historic launch, Northern Ireland’s
first reintroduction project, brought
back a bird of global conservation
concern which has been absent
from our skies for over 200 years.
Following the release, the kites
Photo (right):
© Rob
Straughan
The unfortunate
end to this
young kite
from near
Machynlleth
should not, in
isolation, be
allowed to
govern the
timing of any
future releases

stayed close to the release site.
Three weeks after the releases the
birds started to spread out further.
The kites have been exploring,
finding where they can find enough
food and trees to perch and roost
in. Some birds have flown far
away, reaching Lisburn and further,
almost 30 miles away, but most
have remained within an 8 mile
radius from the release site. The
kites like being together, you can
often see three or four flying at
the same time. They like flying
around the hilltops looking for food,
especially where the cows or sheep
have grazed the grass very short,
this makes it easier for them to find
worms and insects to eat. The
kites are scavenging readily and
have been seen feeding on dead
rabbits and fallen stock, and also
robbing food off other birds such
as buzzards.
Unfortunately since the releases
in July two kites have died. One
probably died naturally, but the other
bird had been shot. It is difficult
to understand why somebody
would want to kill such a beautiful,
harmless bird.
RSPB Northern Ireland would like
to tell people about these fantastic
birds and enable people to see
them. We have a viewpoint where
you can look for Red Kites and
learn about other birds. We have
also began an adopt-a-kite scheme,
two kites so far have been adopted,
Matthew and Sparky.
Rob Straughan RSPB’S Northern
Ireland Red Kite Project Officer

Reaction from Wales to shooting of Red Kite in Northern Ireland
The shot bird referred to by Rob
is pictured on the previous page
when found and with Anne Fitzpatrick on page 7 when collected .
The reaction in Wales was obviously one of huge disappointment from all concerned with the
project.
The Welsh Kite Trust would have
to think seriously about continuing
to supply Welsh chicks if there was
a high and sustained level of persecution or an unnaturally low survival rate of released birds. In such
an eventuality the supply would be
suspended until measures could
be made to address any concerns.
Illegal persecution events, such as
this though, should not be allowed
to dictate the direction of conservation efforts and in this effect
it was heartening to receive the
following letter via email from Elfyn

Pugh, the nest-watcher who monitors the nest that had supplied the
bird concerned.
Hi Tony,
I was deeply saddened to read
the Welsh Kite Trust press release concerning the discovery of
the kite shot dead near Leitrim in
South Down, Northern Ireland in
early September. Particularly so
because it was a chick from one
of the nests I’m monitoring in the
Machynlleth area. As you know the
chick was the biggest of a brood
of two and you thought it was a
female. Its ancestry can be traced
back because its mother bears a
wing-tag which has ‘the 4 domino
dots’ symbol. She was born in a
nest near Llanidloes in mid-Wales
in 2002.

ley on the 12th June 2008. I took
this now rather poignant photograph of the chick being held by
Ann Fitzpatrick of the Irish Wildlife
Service. (see page 7)
It is a very tragic end to the life of
a chick that was part of this pioneering re-introduction programme
of the species into the whole of
Ireland. I am sure the vast majority
of the people of Northern Ireland
will be angered by this heinous,
cruel, and unlawful act perpetrated
by a mindless, selfish, individual.
Although personally upset by this
incident I remain undaunted in my
support for the Irish re-introduction
programme and I hope that the
farmers and landowners of Wales
will hold the same view.
Best wishes

Elfyn

The shot bird was taken from a
nest in a larch tree in a remote val-

Photo below © Rob Straughan. Young Welsh kites awaiting release - a historic first ever re-introduction project for Northern Ireland
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“FRIENDS of the welsh kite” subscription renewals
All FOWK subscriptions fall due for renewal on 1st January 2009 unless you are paying by Standing Order or unless
you have joined since 1st September 2008. The subscription rates remain at the new rate of £12.50 per individual,
£20.00 per joint/family and £50.00 per group.
If you have received a renewal form with this newsletter then your subscriptions have fallen due. If you intend to
renew your subscription for a further year I would be grateful if you could return the completed form without delay. If
you have a UK bank account please consider paying by Standing Order, as this is simpler for both you and the Trust.
In recognition of this, and in an attempt to reward our long-term supporters, rates for those paying by Standing Order
remain at the original rates - £10.00 per individual and £15.00 for joint/family sponsors.
If you do not wish to renew your subscription it would be appreciated if you could inform us so that we can remove
you from our mailing list and save postage on unnecessary reminder letters.
Finally if you are a UK Tax payer please consider signing the Gift-aid declaration enclosed. It enables us to claim
an extra 28% (equivalent to an extra £2.80 on every individual subscription of £10.000 at no extra cost to yourself).
If you have signed a gift-aid form in the past you needn’t do so again although please remember to inform us if you
have ceased to pay tax.
Since the introduction of the Gift-aid scheme the Trust has been able to claim back over £12,000 from the Inland
Revenue at no extra cost to our supporters.

“CYFEILLION Y BARCUDIAID CYMREIG” – ADNEWYDDU TANYSGRIFIAD
Mae holl danysgrifiadau CYBC i’w hadnewyddu ar Ionawr 1af 2009 os nad ydych yn talu gyda archeb banc neu
os ydych wedi ymuno ers 1af Medi 2008. Cyfradd tanysgrifiad eleni yw £12.50 yr unigolyn, £20 y cwpwl / teulu neu
£50 y gr ŵp. Dyma’r tro cyntaf ers i’r Ymddiriedolaeth gael ei sefydlu ym 1996 i’r pris godi ac mae hyn yn anorfod yn
anffodus oherwydd costau cynyddol argraffu a phostio.
Os ydych wedi derbyn ffurflen adnewyddu gyda’ch cylch lythyr yna daeth yn amser ichwi adnewyddu eich tanysgrifiad
am flwyddyn arall. Os ydych yn bwriadu adnewyddu eich tanysgrifiad am flwyddyn arall buaswn yn ddiolchgar
petaech yn dychwelyd y ffurflen yn ddiymdroi. Os oes gennych gyfri banc yn y DU a fyddech cystal ac ystyried
talu gyda archeb banc gani hyn fod yn symlach i chi ac i’r Ymddiriedolaeth. Fel cydnabyddiaeth o hyn ac er mwyn
gwobrwyo ein selogion bydd y gyfradd i’r rhai ohonoch fydd yn talu gyda archeb banc yn aros yn £10 yr unigolyn a
£15 i gwpwl / teulu.
Os nad ydych yn dymuno adnewyddu eich tanysgrifiad byddem yn gwerthfawrogi petaech yn ein hysbysu . Bydd
hyn yn ein galluogi ni i dynnu eich enw oddi ar ein rhestr postio ac yn arbed arian inni ar gostau postio a llythyrau
atgoffa di angen.
Yn olaf, os ydych yn dreth dalwr yn y D U a fyddech cystal ac ystyried arwyddo’r ffurflen Cymunrodd amgaeedig.
Golyga hyn y gallwn hawlio 28% yn ychwanegol (£2.80 ar bob tanysgrifiad unigol gwerth £10.00 heb gost ychwanegol
i chwi). Os ydych eisoes wedi arwyddo ffurflen cymunrodd does dim angen ail wneud hynny, ond cofiwch ein hysbysu
unwaith y bydd ichwi beidio talu treth.
Ers cyflwyniad y cynllun Cymunrodd, llwyddodd yr Ymddiriedolaeth i hawlio tua £12 000 oddi wrth Cyllid y Wlad heb
ddim cost ychwanegol i’r aelodau.

Limited Edition Red Kite Plate for Sale
Long-time “Friend of the Welsh Kite” Tracey Noakes found
the Red Kite plate shown on the right for sale at a car-boot
sale and has very kindly donated it to raise funds for the
Trust. It is a very accurate, nicely proportioned, depiction
of a perched Red Kite. It has the logo of the International
Council for Bird Preservation shown on the back and
is inscribed with the words “LIMITED FIRST EDITION
CRAFTED FOR FRANKLIN PORCELAIN BY HAVILAND,
LIMOGES, FRANCE © FP 1984 and is stamped 33.
I have no idea what its value might be but it is obviously
worth something to a plate-collecting, charity supporting,
Red Kite fanatic - anyone out there? We would very much
like to thank Tracey for thinking of us when she saw it.
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Honey Buzzards Satellite Tracking
by Tony Cross on behalf of EcologyMatters

The Welsh Kite Trust has once again made a contribution towards Steve Roberts’ fieldwork costs in
monitoring the small and secretive Honey Buzzard population in Wales. Steve has produced a report
that we will feature in the spring Newsletter (yes
there will be a spring issue next year – and it is
already part written!)
Meanwhile, EcologyMatters, an Environment
Consultancy based in Mid-Wales, of which I am
one of the three directors, has initiated a research project using satellite telemetry to track
the home range and migration routes of two
Honey Buzzards nesting in Wales as part of the
Environment Impact Assessment of a windfarm
proposed for one of the main breeding area in
South Wales. Steve and Adrienne Stratford,
both also associated with kite monitoring on
behalf of the Trust, were instrumental in helping
to find and catch two breeding adults. Satellite
tags were fitted to a male in South Wales and a
Photo © Tony Cross - Male Honey Buzzard “Mel’ (Welsh for Honey!) female in North Wales. Both successfully reared
young and have since migrated all the way back
over the Sahara desert, to their winter quarters
in West Africa. You can follow the migrations of these two birds at www.ecologymatters.co.uk and can
even download Google Earth tracklogs of the full migration route outside Wales. Breeding locations
have been censored for obvious reasons. The satellite tags could last for several years, so, with luck,
we should be able to follow subsequent migrations in equal detail as well as obtaining valuable information on where, and over how wide an area, they are foraging when they are in Wales. Tracklogs
are updated weekly, more often when birds are on active migration.
EcologyMatters acknowledges the financial assistance of Nuon Renewables, who part funded the
tags and Forestry Commission Wales for access to nest sites.

Photo © Tony Cross - Steve Roberts with an old friend

Image above courtesy of
Google Earth
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Photo © Iain H. Leach
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Photo © Dee Doody
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2008 Breeding
Reports from
other UK regions

We thank colleagues in RSPB and
other organisations and groups
for supplying the following
updates for their regions

CHILTERNS
AND
SURROUNDING AREA
The breeding range of the Red Kite
in the Chilterns and surrounding
area continued to expand during
2008 with many new pairs found
more than 15 miles from the
main core area. Infilling between
outlying areas and the core area
has also continued and, although
we are unable to provide an
accurate population estimate, we
are confident that the population
is still increasing. The first year of
the BTO Breeding Bird Atlas may
provide support for this. Assuming
an annual growth rate of 26%,
recorded between 1994 and 2004,
we get a population estimate for
2008 of 506 pairs. This estimate
may be slightly on the high side
as brood sizes have been lower
in recent years. Successful pairs
produced an average of 1.7 chicks
per nest (129 young in 76 nest
trees climbed) during 2008 with
brood sizes of 32 x 1, 35 x 2 and
9 x 3 chicks. This was better than
in 2007, which was the worst on
record, but low compared to earlier
years when the average was 2.1
chicks per nest between 1992 and
2006. Of the 162 pairs recorded
at least 97 were successful and
at least 19 failed. The outcome of
46 pairs is unknown as not all nest
sites were checked at the end of
the breeding season. There was
an increase in the number of nests
recorded in gardens and urban
areas. One pair nested less than
30 metres from the A40 in an urban
area and another nest was so close
to a house, the homeowners could
watch chicks being fed from their
bedroom window!
14

It has become more difficult to record
wing-tagged birds in the Chilterns
because the proportion of tagged
birds has decreased. Also, some
of the unofficial feeding stations,
which provided easy viewing in the
past, have stopped feeding birds.
However, wing tagging is providing
some interesting reports of tagged
birds seen away from the Chilterns
including a 2007 bird seen near
Kilnsea, Yorkshire in June, a 2007
bird near Flitcham in Norfolk also
in June and a 2006 bird seen
near Titchmarsh, Northamptonshire
in October 2007. The Yorkshire
sighting was the furthest north that
a Chiltern bird has been recorded
and the first time that one has been
recorded in Yorkshire.
We collected 20 chicks for release
near Aberdeen bringing the overall
total to 269 chicks collected since
1997 and the total for Aberdeen
to 35 with 1 more release year
to go. Chicks were collected from
15 broods of 2 and 5 broods of 3.
All of the birds were successfully
released following health checks.
9 birds were radio-tagged in West
Sussex, Wiltshire and Hampshire
Peter Stevens and Peter Edwards
(on behalf of the Southern
England Kite Group; Andrew
Freeman, Terry Hill, Colin Wearn,
Nigel Snell, Helen Olive, Gerry
Whitlow, Kelly Jones, Gerald
Marsh & Colin Barnes.

SUSSEX
The Sussex Red Kite population
is still very small with just 3 known
nesting pairs in 2008. The ‘regular’
pair had two young (both wingtagged and radio-tagged), the
second pair (Sussex ‘Y’ 2004 and
an untagged female) failed and the
third pair (sibling pairing Sussex B2
and B3, 2005) had just one fledged
young (wing- tagged and radiotagged) and one other youngster,
found dead at the foot of the nesting
tree.
In 2007 we had approximately 48
different kites in the study area,

with most of these birds staying just
a few days before moving on. It is
likely that the 2008 total will exceed
this figure.
The most interesting tagged visitor
was Blue/Purple ‘R’ (Black Isle,
Scotland, 2007) on January 6th.
This Scottish juvenile kite was 778
km away from its natal area, having
been tagged near Culbokie on June
17th (pers comm. Brian Etheridge).
This was the first Black Isle kite to
be recorded in Sussex.
Martin Kalaher

WILTSHIRE
The 2008 season in Wiltshire
started with a peak count of 18
Red Kites (and 42 Ravens) in late
January/February, attracted by
afterbirths and stillborn lambs at
a downland farm, including wingtagged kites from Sussex, Wales
and Wiltshire. Subsequently, three
active nests were found (3, 2 and
2 young) and fledged kites were
recorded at two further sites (2
and 1 young) where nest building
pairs had been observed in March/
April. Two young were fitted with
radio transmitters but not wing tags
(one has since been tracked to
Hampshire), their nest tree having
been saved from felling soon after
egg laying commenced thanks to
quick action by the estate manager.
Pairs were recorded at three other
sites during the spring and probably
bred, but nests were not searched
for.
Away from the main breeding
range, at least three possible pairs
were recorded and the year on year
increase of second calendar years
wandering from March to mid June
continued, with regular reports of
four or more kites hunting over cut
hay fields.
Paul Castle - Coordinator,
Wiltshire Raptor Group

HAMPSHIRE
2008 saw a continuation in the
expansion of Red Kites breeding in
the county with nine nests identified. Five of these known to have
hatched a total of ten young (two at

each nest). Results from three sites
are not known, while disturbance
at another prevented breeding. The
likely breeding population of Red
Kites in Hampshire is undoubtedly
larger than these records suggest.
At two of the nests a total of four
chicks were fitted with radio transmitters, and all are still alive in early
October. They are ranging around
E Berkshire, S Buckinghamshire, E
Wiltshire and NW Hampshire. This
is major milestone for the county,
where breeding ceased in 1864.
Very few sightings were made until
the mid-1990s. For example only
11 sightings were reported in 1992,
but there were around 200 reports
in 1999.
Despite the relatively few sightings
at the time, single pairs nested in
Hampshire in 1995 and 1996. Then
there was a big gap until 2003
when a pair established a regular
nest, which has been used every
year since. However no other nests
were discovered until 2007 when
an additional two pairs bred – although we suspect one of these
also nested in 2006.
The Hawk Conservancy Trust
released 12 birds in Hampshire
between 2003 and 2005. At least
two of these have remained in the
county and are known to have bred
in 2008.
A winter roost of Red Kites in N
Hampshire was discovered in
early 2006. Numbers here peak
at around 60 and the majority of
those present are immature birds.
Keith Betton and
Richard Jacobs

EAST MIDLANDS

Prior to the breeding of released
Red Kites in the 1990’s, the last
kites’ nests in the East Midlands
had been recorded ‘in 1843 and
following years’. (Lilford 1895).
Subsequent to a successful five
year introduction programme in the
Chilterns, 70 kites were released
in Northamptonshire from 1995 to
1998. A breeding attempt was

made in 1996 which failed and 341
nests, resulting from this introduced
stock, have been monitored in
the Midlands since then. Most
nests were located in north
Northamptonshire within 20 km of
the release sites, with increasing
numbers recently in Rutland,
Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire.
Ninety-five nests were located this
year, 13 of which failed. From the
remaining 82 nests, 173 nestlings
were produced. 142 nestlings were
ringed from 69 of these nests, and
10 of these were donated to the
Aberdeen reintroduction scheme.
Two infertile eggs were collected
for analysis. Brood sizes were: 18
x 1, 37 x 2 and 27 x 3. Belated
implementation of The Animal
Welfare Act, 2006 meant that only
37 birds were tagged, creating a
most unwelcome interruption to the
monitoring programme.

struck by a road vehicle and later
euthanased. Red 2 fared better.
Walkers on a bridle path saw it
trapped 10m high in an Ash tree,
‘talons tangled in crossed twigs’
and one of them braved the climb to
release the bird unharmed.

Tagging provides valuable data
relating to the movements of
individuals, and it can also illustrate
familial affiliations. For example,
siblings from a 2004 nest, White/
Yellow 58 and 59, paired in 2007
and 2008 raising 2 broods of 3, and
at another site, male White/White J
was seen perched with two of his
2006 progeny, 2km from the nest
used in 2007.

Karl Ivens 01780 444394

The fourth occurrence of female
replacement was noted. Female
White/Green 55 was found dead
near the nest on 13th April, and the
male later paired with White/Yellow
74 to produce 2 nestlings 50m from
the original nest.
For the second successive year
a nestling was entangled in baler
twine nest lining, with injuries so
severe the bird had to be destroyed.
A Hobby chick also died, snared by
wool. We were dismayed to learn
that White/Purple 63 had been shot
in Humberside in May. Radiography
showed shot fragments, and a
broken radius and ulna. Following
rehabilitation the bird was released
and observed in the field a month
later. So far this year White Z, Yellow
53, GC53900 and an unmarked
bird, have also been found dead.
Female Green 30 was dead on
the nest, and male Orange B was

White/Green 31 and 38, two
wanderers from 2006 nests, chose
to remain in Yorkshire and joined
the breeding population there,
whilst Orange/White 2, of Yorkshire
origin, bred for the fourth year in
Northamptonshire.
As always, we are indebted to the
landowners, estate agents and
gamekeepers for their continuing
support. We also acknowledge
with gratitude the great efforts in
the field by the monitoring team
members, Sam Higgins, Steve and
Julie Thornton, Andy Glover, Kevin
Jefferies and Sandra Holman.
Derek Holman 01536 265040

YORKSHIRE

Red Kites in Yorkshire had a good
breeding year in 2008. Although
we had heavy rain to contend with
again, it was fortunate that it came
later than in 2007 – by which time
the young in all of the known nests
were sufficiently well developed to
withstand it.
The breeding details are shown
in the table overleaf, comparative
figures for 2007 being shown in
brackets.
These figures show a considerable
increase over those for 2007.
The reality could be even better,
several successful 2008 pairs were
not located until their young had
fledged and it is likely that some
such broods consisted of more than
the one young bird which was found
and included in the above table.
In addition, it is likely that some
breeding pairs went undetected,
there being so many potentially
suitable and remote bits of woodland
in the Yorkshire countryside that
it is impossible to check them all.
The recorded figure of 115 young
is, therefore, very much a bottom
line statistic.
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Yorkshire Red Kites: Summary of 2008 Breeding Season
(2007 Figures in brackets)

Location

		

W Yorks

N Yorks

Territorial Pairs

38

24

7

69 (47)

Breeding pairs

37

23

7

67 (47)

Successful Pairs

34

17

7

58 (38)

3

6

0

9 (9)

68

35

12

Failed Pairs
Young Fledged

A particularly encouraging feature is
the continuing growth of the satellite
Red Kite population in the southern
section of the Yorkshire Wolds in
East Yorkshire. This was created
when birds unexpectedly moved to
the area from the initial Harewood
releases. It has been subsequently
augmented by the young they have
raised as well as more arrivals from
both Harewood and other release
areas (Midlands and Northern
Kites). A further plus factor has
been the increasing geographical
spread of breeding pairs together
with their consolidation in areas in
which pairs have settled in recent
years.
Several casualties have been
recorded so far in 2008. These
include two poisoning incidents
which
are
currently
under
investigation, as is another
occurrence in which a kite was
shot and injured. Fortunately it
recovered and was released, as
was another bird which a North
Yorkshire farmer recovered from
his slurry tank. Many hours of
cleaning at a Harrogate veterinary
practice restored it to full health.
2008 also saw the confirmation
of a second Yorkshire Red Kite
rodenticide victim.
On a more positive note, Red
Kites are being seen on an
increasingly wide basis around the
county, reactions showing what
an overwhelming success this
reintroduction project has been.
Doug Simpson MBE - Yorkshire
Red Kite Co-ordinator
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E Yorks

Totals

115(79)

NORTHERN KITES
At least twenty-two pairs of kites
laid and incubated eggs, twice as
many as last year! The nests
were monitored by members of
the Northern Kites team. Fourteen
of these pairs were successful
rearing at least twenty-two chicks,
doubling last year’s figure! Nine
of the successful pairs were in
Gateshead, two in Northumberland
and three in County Durham.
The first pair of kites to successfully
breed in the region for almost
200 years in 2006, raised two
more young in the Derwent Walk
Country Park this year and also
became grandparents at the ripe
old age of four years old! One
of their offspring from 2007, has
done amazingly well and managed
to raise one chick at the age of
only one year old with her mate
who was released in Gateshead in
2006).
In addition, two Northern kites
bred successfully in Yorkshire
this year. One who settled in
Yorkshire in December 2005, bred
successfully for a third consecutive
year and raised two chicks. The
other, who settled in Yorkshire in
spring 2007, bred successfully for
a second consecutive year and has
raised four chicks – a record for a
Northern Kite!
Keith Bowey - Northern Kites
Project Manager

NORTH SCOTLAND
After the disappointing summer of
2007, when the Red Kite population
briefly dropped back from 40 to 39
pairs, in 2008 it is pleasing to record
the first significant increase for 5
years. In the spring, 84 sites were
checked and 50 pairs were found in
occupation. Forty-six of these pairs
were confirmed to lay eggs. It is
very likely the total number of kites
breeding was more, as at several
large extensive territories, birds
were present but an active nest
could not be located. There were
seven (15%) failures - six during
incubation and one at the chick
stage when a brood of three young
were predated by a pine marten.
Most of the increase occurred within
the core breeding area with one
exception. A new pair was located
well to the northeast on the outskirts
of the town of Tain. Both adults birds
were from a Red Kite relocation
trial that was carried out on the
Balnagown Estate, 6 miles to the
south of Tain between 2005 and
2007. They succeeded in rearing
two young.
A minimum of 82 young fledged.
They consisted of the following
brood sizes: 10 x 1, 16 x 2, 12 x
3 and 1 x 4. The mean brood size
per breeding pair was 1.78, and
per successful pair, 2.10. These are
the lowest figure since 1997. This
was partly due to the slight fall in
breeding success and the relatively
large number of nests (10) that
reared only a single chick. More
worrying were the 12 un-hatched
eggs that were found and collected
for future analysis. Normally, only
1-3 addled eggs are collected each
year. We hope this is not the start of
a long-term trend. Many of the eggs
were in the nests of wing-tagged
adults known to over 12 years of
age.
Wing-tagged kites from the North
Scotland population were again seen
in autumn and winter throughout
Scotland. There were also a handful
of sightings in England and Wales
including the furthest movement
reported of a 2007 chick at a roost
in West Sussex between October

Red Kite Milvus milvus

Distribution in Britain 2008
North scotland
50 breeding pairs
82+ young reared

central scotland
45 breeding pairs
76 young reared
ABERDEEN
1 breeding pair
0 young reared

NORTHERN KITES
22 breeding pairs
22 young reared

dumfries & galloway
32 breeding pairs
53 young reared

yorkshire
69 breeding pairs
115 young reared

east midlands
95+ breeding pairs
173+ young reared

Shropshire
7 breeding pairs
12 young reared

wales
750-900 breeding pairs
650 - 825 young reared

hereford
1 breeding pair
3 young reared
chilterns
400 - 500 breeding pairs
580 - 720 young reared

wiltshire
5 breeding pairs
10+ young reared

HAMPSHIRE
9 breeding pairs
10+ young reared
sussex
3 breeding pairs
3 young reared
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2007 and January 2008.
A number of young birds met
premature deaths during 2008. Two
were killed on local railways, now
an annual but minor source of kite
loss. The remains of a further three
long-dead birds were not thought to
be suspicious. Two poisoned birds
on nearby grouse-moors clearly
were, and are under investigation
by Northern Constabulary. Two old
males also died during the year.
One 12-year old, still with wing-tags
intact died from unknown causes in
June, his mate successfully rearing
their single chick unaided. The
most bizarre death yet recorded
was of a 16-year old found in late
March impaled through the breast
on a metal spike protruding almost
horizontally from the front lawn of
a cottage close to his nest site.
It appears he had flown into the
spike whilst swooping down into
the garden for food left out for the
pet dog. During his long life, he
had successfully bred 12 times and
reared an impressive 33 young with
the same female. Within a week of
his loss, she had attracted a new
male to the nest, a wandering firstyear male. A late clutch was laid
and a single chick reared.
Plans are formulating for a new
initiative to promote Red Kites to
tourists and residents people of
the Highlands in the years ahead.
This involves a permanent feeding
site with viewing facilities, and the
satellite tracking and the adoption of
young kites by local primary schools.
It also hoped that a ground swell of
public opinion supporting Red Kites
will shame Scottish grouse-moor
gamekeepers into stopping their
long-running poisoning campaign
that has killed so many of locally
reared kites Kites over the past 10
years.
Brian Etheridge - Red Kite Project
Officer RSPB North Scotland

CENTRAL SCOTLAND
During the winter of 2007-8, there
were a series of poisoning incidents,
with a number of Red Kites found
dead. Particularly concerning were
two incidents, involving seven dead
18

Photo © Mark Hamblin - First time Scottish Red Kites have been photographed at
the nest

birds in total close to our two main
winter roost sites. In one case,
the poisoning was probably not
deliberate as the case involved a
forestry chemical, however the other
incident was investigated by Tayside
police and resulted in the dismissal
of a local gamekeeper.
Despite this setback, it was clear
from the wing-tagging data that
survival of likely new entrants
into our breeding population was
good and we anticipated a healthy
increase in the number of breeding
pairs in central Scotland. We were
not to be disappointed. By early
May, we had identified 45 breeding
pairs, an increase of 11 pairs on
the previous year. This involved
significant range expansion into the
Dunkeld area to the east of the
A9 trunk road in Perthshire and at
Bridge of Allan south of the A9 near
Stirling. The Dunkeld pair fledged
two young and the Bridge of Allan
pair was unsuccessful. The month
of May was characterised by very
warm weather, therefore lack of
worms and other soil invertebrates
important to Red Kites. This
together with low vole populations
probably contributed to a year of
average productivity, with 76 young
fledged. Disconcertingly, the first
brood of young that we visited
for ringing on 6 June had already
fledged, but this was fortunately to
prove the exception to the rule! This

represents a first laying date in late
March, by far the earliest we have
ever recorded for an established
breeding pair.
We collected 5 chicks for
transportation to Aberdeen as part
of the local reintroduction project.
We also fitted a total of 15 radio
tags as part of the ongoing Braes of
Doune wind farm study, which should
help improve our knowledge of the
impact of wind farm developments
on kites.
We also saw a significant increase
in the number of territorial nonbreeding Red Kites in 2008 and this
bodes well for a good season and
new breeding pairs in 2009.
Duncan Orr-Ewing and Duncan
Cameron, RSPB Scotland

DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY

Polyandry, polygamy and incest, all
the ingredients of a best seller or
just the usual components of your
average Red Kite breeding season.
The polygamous and incestuous
pairings ended in failure, whilst the
polyandrous breeding attempt was
successful. The failed polygamous
pairing contained a Welsh kite,
Black/Green X, which first appeared
in Dumfries and Galloway on the
15th December 2007. Sadly, she
was not the alpha female and the
breeding attempt was always likely

to fail. Also against her was a poor
nest site, flat and open, atop a broken
branch in an oak tree, which would
put any small young at risk if she
came off to procure food, as a lone
female would most likely have to do.
With only three records of Welsh
kites in Galloway ever, it would have
been great to have one successful
in our breeding population. It is
hoped she remains in our area next
year. With no permanent mate and
a failed breeding attempt behind her
that is not guaranteed.
A great highlight of the year, and a
milestone for the project, was four
successful nesting attempts where
the pairings are all first-generation
Galloway kites. Another milestone
reached was that we have seen
more kites fledged (140) from
Galloway nests than were released
(104) during the reintroduction phase
of the project. We will have an
interesting mortality comparison
study in two years’ time between
the released and Galloway fledged
kites to carry out.
Progress
continues unabated with 32 occupied
kite territories found in Dumfries and
Galloway this year. Of these 32
territories, 30 pairs laid eggs; five
nests failed (two attempts failed due
to unintentional disturbance, at one
a single young fell out the nest and
was predated, the other two causes
are unknown.) The remaining 25
nests fledged 53 young. Forty-eight
young were ringed, eleven young
had transmitters fitted to them and
five young were too forward to ring.

Our active and most valued
partners in the reintroduction
project, Forestry Commission
Scotland,
have
six

Photo © George Christie - Welsh kite
Black/Green X built a nest in D&G
during 2008.

nests on their land this year, a
rise of three from last year.
Evidently, the kites seem to enjoy
the forest edge, interestingly
showing a liking for an eastern
facing aspect.
Of interest to Welsh readers,
Green/Green E which spent the
winter of 2007-2008 at Gigrin
Farm in Wales returned to
Galloway in the last week in
March. I did not find her on a
territory and she is another one
for next year. Of last year’s 38
young; two were found dead (one
poisoned and the other cause
of death unknown), five are
thought to have dispersed and
25 have been recorded in the
last three months in addition to
three untagged kites. This group
represents the expected growth
in the breeding population for
next year and it’s hoped we see

them on territories following this
winter.
George Christie, - RSPB Red Kite
Officer, Dumfries and Galloway

ABERDEEN

2008 was the second year of
releases as part of the Aberdeen
reintroduction. 35 young birds were
collected from the Chilterns (20),
Northamptonshire (10) and Central
Scotland (5). They were again
kept in purpose-built aviaries on the
outskirts of Aberdeen, before release
in late-July and early-August. The
birds of English origin were able to
be fitted with wing-tags in addition
to tail-mounted radio transmitters.
The birds from Central Scotland
were colour-ringed and were fitted
with back-pack radios.
The 30 birds released in 2007
have survived well in their new
environment. There have been only
two confirmed casualties, and in
spring 2008 26 birds were accounted
for in Aberdeenshire and elsewhere
in Scotland. The movements of
the birds have been proved of
great interest and enjoyment to the
school children that have named the
birds. 2008 also provided the first
breeding attempt by Red Kites in
Aberdeenshire for over 120 years.
Two year-old birds released in 2007,
constructed a nest and laid two
eggs. Unfortunately, the eggs were
not viable and the nest was not
properly constructed, which is not
unusual for young or inexperienced
birds. However, this is the first
occasion of two first year birds
laying eggs recorded in Scotland.
The releases will continue for
a further year, with high hopes
of breeding success for 2009.
Aberdeen Red Kites is funded by
the National Lottery through the
Heritage Lottery Fund, Aberdeen
Greenspace Trust Ltd through the
Landfill Communities Fund, SNH
as well further donations from
local business supporters. We
are grateful to the support of kite
workers elsewhere in the UK as
well as local volunteers.
Jenny
Lennon,
RSPBs
Aberdeenshire Red Kite Project
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Once again it proved impossible
to produce and distribute a spring
newsletter at our busiest time of
the year.

Once again it proved impossible
to produce and distribute a spring
newsletter at our busiest time of
the year.

I apologise once more for this
situation and hope that you
will appreciate all the differing
demands on my time.

I apologise once more for this
situation and hope that you
will appreciate all the differing
demands on my time.

You will be pleased, no doubt, to
hear that next spring’s newsletter
is already partly written and will
definately be going out in April.

You will be pleased, no doubt, to
hear that next spring’s newsletter
is already partly written and will
definately be going out in April.

It will feature an update on
the Honey Buzzard breeding
season in Wales during 2008
and information on closer ties
between the Welsh Kite Trust and
the Welsh Raptor Study Group.

It will feature an update on
the Honey Buzzard breeding
season in Wales during 2008
and information on closer ties
between the Welsh Kite Trust and
the Welsh Raptor Study Group.

I hope that this issue of Boda
Wennol, and the enclosed DVD,
have made up for the lack of a
spring issue this year and would
also like to take the opportunity to
thank you for your patience.

I hope that this issue of Boda
Wennol, and the enclosed DVD,
have made up for the lack of a
spring issue this year and would
also like to take the opportunity to
thank you for your patience.

Recent ringing
recoveries of
Welsh kites
1. HT48635 (Red/Red a) – Ringed
as a single chick in a nest near
Devil’s Bridge on 16th June 1993.
It was known to have bred near
Ponterwyd in 1995 and 1996 and
then presumably lost its tags as
there are no further records
until it was found freshly dead
nearby on 8th February 2008,
having presumably nested there
in the interim. The cause of
death is unknown, as the body
wasn’t recovered.
2.
AJ60516
(Black/Green
59) – Found grounded on
3rd March 2008 by Susanna
Binsted at the Talsarn Red Kite
Feeding Station. Subsequent
examination confirmed it had
suffered power-line injuries and
sadly it had to be euthanased.

3.
HT42922
(Black/Black
“downward
triangle”)
–
Originally ringed as a male chick
in June 1992. He was one of the
manipulated chicks, taken as an
egg from a nest near Llanddewi
Brefi and reared in a nest near
Tregaron. He was seen lots of
times at Tregaron Tip up to 1996.
He bred at Tregaron in 1996.
He was found with a swollen
‘elbow’ joint at Ffarmers near
Lampeter, on 23rd March 2008.
He was treated at Cuan House
Wildlife Rescue in Much wenlock
but infection in the wing joint
caused permanent stiffening
making release impossible. In
line with WKT policy, as he was
unfit for any future release he
was euthanased by a vet.
4.
GN65384
(Black/Yellow
“divided by sign”) – Originally
ringed as the elder of a brood
of two on 13th June 2004 in a
nest, in the northern end of the
kites range at the time, near
Llanfair Caereinion. It was found
long dead (approx. 1 year) under
(and hanging off!) a nest near
Abbeycwmhir on 2nd April 2008
– 36 km S. It had presumably
nested there the previous year
and died sometime during the
nesting attempt.
5. HT16391 (Green/Green r) Ringed and wing-tagged on 17th
July 1987 as B/1 (female) at a nest
near Machynlleth. No sightings
until found long-dead (approx. 1
month) under a traditional nest
site at Aberhosan by the farmer
on 2nd May 2008. The remaining
bird had already recruited a new
mate who was sitting on the old
nest.
N. B. It is interesting to reflect
that this bird pre-dates all the
re-introduction schemes and
may well have been already
nesting when the first birds were
released into the Chilterns and
the Black Isle back in 1989.
6. AJ60119 (Black/Purple 42)
– Very sad to see this one
listed. This was the unfortunate
chick that was mentioned in
the rehabilitation section last
year having fallen out of the
nest and impaled itself on a
twig. It had a large wound in
its abdomen and was badly flyblown but recovered against all
odds and was released. It was a
regular at Gigrin throughout the
following winter and spring . In
June it was collected by Chris

Powell from a lorry driver who
had found it on the roadside
somewhere near Aberedw,
Builth Wells. Unfortunately,
although there were no external
injuries it obviously had spinal
damage and died in care soon
afterwards.
7. GN54153 (Black/Red *) –
Originally marked as a single
chick in a nest near Halfway,
Llandovery on 11th June
2003. It was hit and killed by a
motorcyclist near Builth Wells
in June 2008, which was very
unfortunate for the kite, but
thankfully the motorcyclist was
unharmed.
8. AJ60883 (Black/Purple 93)
– An interesting and tragic life
in a very short period of time.
This bird was ringed as the only
chick in a nest in a huge Douglas
fir tree near Llanbadarn Fynydd
on 1st July 2007. Just 3 weeks
later, on 22nd July 2007, it was
picked up in a garden in Lea near
Preston 155kms NNE! It was in a
collapsed state and was taken to
Andy Bilsborough at the Turbary
Woods Owl and Bird Sanctuary,
Preston where it was kept in an

- Ringed as a chick in a nest
near Northampton on 22nd June
2007. Recorded several times
local to where ringed up to 3rd
March 2008. Nest seen at Gigrin
Farm, Rhayade on 13th August
2008.
BLUE/ORANGE M - Mohammed
back from his wanderings around
Gateshead. Seen on 16th October
2007, 19th October 2007 16
December 2007 and 24th August
2008 all at Gigrin Farm, Rhayader.
BLUE/YELLOW 54 – From the
Black Isle, Inverness first seen at
Gigrin Farm on 12th October 2004.
Still present 2nd November 2007.
Not recorded since.
PINK/ORANGE 34 – Released in
2005 as part of the Northern Kites
Re-introduction. She has nested
twice in Gateshead, both times
unsuccessfully, and has established
a regular migration to winter in
Wales, 321 km SW of her breeding
area. She was recorded at the

SIGHTINGS OF BIRDS
ORIGINATING FROM
OUTSIDE WALES
isolation aviary for 5 days, fed
up and eventually released in
Preston on 27th July 2008. On
3rd May 2008 it was found dead
in a Reservoir in Yorkshire and
subsequent toxicology tests have
confirmed that it was poisoned.
As investigations are continuing
no further information can be

OTHERS “FROM AWAY”
STILL PRESENT IN
WALES
given at this time.
9. AJ59521 (Black/Green 30)
– Ringed as the youngest of a
brood of two near Llanddeusant
on 26th June 2006. It was found
freshly dead on the side of a
country road near Llandovery
on 29th July 2008.
Not many outsiders to report
this year!
WHITE/PURPLE 46 (GC32489)

Snatch and grab. Kite comes in ready to
claim daily rations.
Photo: ©
Mike Hayward
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WKT/ Gigrin Farm Rehabilitation aviaries
In total
eight birds
have
Talsarn
feeding
station
onpassed
11th through the rehabilitation aviaries since 1st November 2007.
November
2007
prior
her cases
return are given below.
Details of
each
of to
these
to Gateshead and was recorded
unringed
year
kite was found grounded at Gigrin in June 2008. It was placed in the
for 1.
theAn
first
time thisfirst
winter
on 24th
aviaries but appeared to have spinal injuries and couldn’t use its legs. It was fed and cared for
August
2008 at
for about
a Gigrin.
fortnight to see if its condition improved but was eventually euthanased at Hafren

Veterinary Practice
July 2008.
YELLOW/YELLOW
69 on
- 2nd
Ringed
as 2.
a An
chick
in a brood
of 3
on 16th
unringed
chick
taken
from a brood of two in nest near Llangwyryfon. It was very underweight
June
2004
near
West
Wycombe
in sibling, with deformed feather growth and a swelling on its elbow
and badly pecked by its elder
Whilst
didnot
putreported
on weight its elbow joint stiffened and it was reluctantly decided to have it
thejoint.
Chilterns.
It it
was
put to sleepinatthe
the Chilterns.
Hafren Veterinary
Practice on 2nd July 2008.
subsequently
It
was
first seen atA9Gigrin
Farm,
3. Black/Black
- A chick
in a similar situation to the one above although this time there was no
Rhayader
on
25th
July
2005.
infected wing joint. It was Also
removed from its older and much larger sibling (weighing just 495 g) on
27th 16/12/2007.
June 2008. Once in the rehabilitation pen it gained weight quickly and was returned to the
present
nest on 8th July (weighing 975g) when the elder chick was just branching.
WHITE/GREEN 55 – Ringed as a
4. Black/Purple
42 – Hit
by a car near Builth Wells. Died in care (see recoveries section).
single
chick at Apethorpe,
Northants
on 5.
20th
June 2006. 43First
Black/Purple
– Aseen
firstinyear bird that came in from Nant-yr-Arian Feeding Station having
beenatfound
on the edge of the lake. John A. Davis, who retrieved it, thought it was
Wales
Gigrininonrushes
25th October
underweight
sopresent
it was on
taken
2007
and was still
16thto Ystwyth Vets in Aberystwyth as a precautionary measure. It was
transferred
to
Gigrin
a
few
days later. On arrival it was still extremely under-weight and had to be
December 2007.
force-fed for several days to get it to eat. Eventually it started to feed itself and once back up to a
healthy weight was released back at Nant-yr-arian on 13th July 2008.
6. Black/Black H4 – ringed as a single chick in a nest near Talsarn, Lampeter. It was found by the
farmer’s dog, soaking wet and covered in mud (the kite that is!), in a ditch just below the nest.
Despite being washed in warm water and blow-dried on my car heater it was obvious when we
tried to release the bird that it was still weak, and there were no adults to be seen. It was taken
to Gigrin for a spell in rehab and after a week or so was flying strongly so was released there in
early August.
7. Black/Black L8 – This was an un-ringed leucistic chick found on the ground in a lean-to on the
side of a farm near Gwynfe, Carmarthenshire by the farmer’s wife on 13th August 2008. Once
again on collecting the bird it was obvious it was under-weight, weak and bedraggled so it was
brought in to be fed up a bit. It was retained for some time until it had put on weight and was

Photo: © Dave Bevan
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NEW WELSH KITE TRUST DVD - PRESENTED BY IOLO WILLIAMS
Unless you have received one earlier you should find enclosed in this mailing a copy of the Welsh Kite Trust’s
new DVD produced earlier this year. The DVD has three sections - Back From The Brink - the story of the
successful struggle to save the kite, A Kite Recorder’s Year, a description of the Welsh kite Trust activities and
A Visit to Three Welsh Kite Feeding Stations - information on the three main public access feeding centres;
Gigrin Farm, Nant-yr-Arian and the Black Mountain Red Kite Feeding Station. It was very kindly produced by
Wil Aaron of Nant Films with assistance from Barcud Derwen, was filmed by Lynfa Jenkins and presented by
Iolo Williams. All contributors gave their time freely or at a very non-commercial rate yet have produced a really
high quality DVD that we are all delighted with. Without their generosity there is no-way we could have afforded to produce anything of this standard and we therefore owe them all a huge debt of thanks. Some of the
footage used was shot for a programme on the story of the Red Kite broadcast last year by S4C and we would
also like to thank them for allowing us to use that footage.
In recognition of your continued support either as a
“Friend of the Welsh Kite” or as a landowner with
nesting kites we would like you to accept a complimentary copy and hope you enjoy watching it.
If on watching the DVD you feel you would like to
make a donation towards the cost of production then
please do so when you renew your subscription.
This has the advantage that if you have completed
a gift-aid declaration with us then we can also claim
tax back from Mr. Darling. There is no need to go
to any expense returning unwanted DVDs. If you
do not have a DVD player, have already received a

YMDDIRIEDOLAETH BARCUDIAID
CYMRU DVD NEWYDD - GAN
IOLO WILLIAMS
copy or do not wish to have a free copy then please
feel free to pass it on to someone who might enjoy it,
with our compliments.
Unless you have received one earlier you should
find enclosed in this mailing a copy of the Welsh
Kite Trust’s new DVD produced earlier this year.
The DVD has three sections - the History of Red
Kite Conservation in Wales, the work of the Welsh
Kite Trust and information on the three main public
access feeding centres; Gigrin Farm, Nant-yr-Arian and the Black Mountain Red Kite Feeding Station. It was very kindly produced by Wil Aaron and Barcud Derwen and was filmed by Lynfa and presented
and narrated by Iolo Williams. All contributors gave their time freely or at a very non-commercial rate yet have
produced a really high quality DVD that we are all highly delighted with. Without their generosity there is noway we could have afforded to produce anything of this standard and we therefore owe them all a huge debt of
thanks. Some of the footage used was shot for a programme on the story of the Red Kite broadcast last year
by S4C and we would also like to thank them for allowing us to use that footage.
In recognition of your continued support either as a “Friend of the Welsh Kite” or as a landowner with nesting
kites we would like you to accept a complimentary copy and hope you enjoy watching it.
If on watching the DVD you feel you would like to make a donation towards the cost of production then please
do so when you renew your subscription. This has the advantage that if you have completed a gift-aid declaration with us then we can also claim tax back from Mr. Darling. There is no need to go to any expense returning
unwanted DVDs. If you do not have a DVD player, have already received a copy or do not wish to have a free
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The “White” Gene goes North
Very unusually, two Welsh reared Kites have recently turned up at a feeding station in Dumfries and Galloway. These are only the second and third records of Welsh kites anywhere in Scotland and what is even more
surprising is that one of them is a ‘white’ kite, one of only two known to have been reared in 2007. It originated
from a nest within sight of the Black Mountain Feeding Station but was obviously disappointed that haggis
wasn’t on the menu! The other bird, Black/Green X, was normal colour, came from a nest near Carmarthen in
2006,. and actually attempted to nest there in 2008 (see D&G report on page 18).
‘White’ kites or ‘leucistic’ kites as they are more properly referred to, are rare in Wales, with about 1 in every
300 chicks exhibiting this lack of dark pigmentation. It is not true albinism as the birds retain some colouration
in the eyes, legs and beak. Unrecorded outside of Wales, as far as we know, it is thought to be due to a recessive gene that has a high prevalence due to the very low former population level. White kites are regarded as
a bit special here in Wales so, selfishly, we are hoping it comes back home at some point. Should it choose to
stay it will certainly be a crowd pleaser but it is unlikely to add much to the population increase, as, to date, no
leucistic kite has ever been known to produce any offspring.

Photo©Keith Kirk - www.dumfriesandgallowaynaturalhistory.co.uk
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Funding Kite Conservation in Wales - where does our money come from ?
Many people have recently expressed great surprise at the way the Welsh Kite Trust is funded. Our total annual expenditure is approximately £35,000 and we raise this almost entirely through our own activities and initiatives. ‘Friends of the Welsh Kite’, including the many kind donations we receive, is a vital source of income,
as is card and booklet sales (about £5,000/annum). We have a small consultancy element, surveying kites or
supplying data for Environmental Impact Assessments etc that brings
in another few thousand pounds a year and we receive the occasional
donation from other Trusts and individuals.
In recent years we haven’t received ANY funding from RSPB Cymru,
Countryside Council for Wales or the Welsh Assembly Government.
We have never received any direct income from Red Kite Feeding
Stations and have also never received any significant commercial
sponsorship and no Lottery Funding either. We have failed in recent
attempts to secure funding through Environment Wales and from the
Natural Environmental Research Council for our planned PhD theses
on the potential effects of wind-farms and/or feeding stations. It’s a
sad fact but no-one wants to fund a success story - unless it is to do
with some new tourism initiative or a re-introduction project. On top of
this, sales of our Christmas cards and booklets have fallen due to the
plethora of other kite merchandise available as entrepreneurs, with no
association or affiliation to Red Kite conservation, jump on the bandwagon. This might all sound a bit sour, and perhaps there is an element of that, but viewed in a more positive light it does allow us to be
completely impartial and to involve ourselves solely with what we feel
is important (other than trying to raise the £35,000 cash that is!).
Recent donations from the Golden Eagle Trust Limited and RSPB Northern Ireland have been very welcome.
They have certainly helped us meet our extra commitments with regard to the re-introduction projects and we
thank them unreservedly. However, it is getting increasingly difficult to maintain the income necessary to keep
up with the ever-expanding workload. Most of our nest-watchers are either entirely voluntary or receive what
amounts to little more than travel expenses.
Please, before buying any Red Kite merchandise (or any other wildlife products for that matter) check to see
who benefits. If there is no contribution being made to conservation organisations or projects then please consider buying alternative products that do.
If anyone has any ideas on how we can secure some significant funding we would be very pleased to hear

The last issue of Boda Wennol
contained an advert and order
form for Imaging Nature cards,
a new enterprise set up by
Tony Cross to retail wildlife
greetings cards and raise
money for wildlife charities.
Sales have been slightly
disappointing but even so
£391.90 was recently donated
to The Welsh Kite Trust with
sales at the Nant-yr-Arian
“Kites in Ceredigion” event
amounting to almost £100 extra. So far £30 has been donated to
Radnorshire Wildlife Trust and £35 to the Ecology Matters Trust.
It is hoped that sales will improve in the future so that donations
will be for much larger amounts. Cards can be ordered from the
website at www.imaging-nature.co.uk or an order form can be
downloaded and sent through the post.

			

Sales support
Welsh Kite
Trust nearly £500
donated so
far!

www.imaging-nature.co.uk
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THE WELSH KITE TRUST
WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE
FOLLOWING FOR
THEIR
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE OF
£50.00 OR MORE IN THE
PERIOD 21st NOVEMBER
2007 TO 31st AUGUST 2008

DYMUNA YMDDIRIEDOLAETH
B A R C U DIAID
CYMRU
DDIOLCH I’R CANLYNOL AM
EU CYMORTH ARIANNOL O
£50 NEU FWY YN Y CYFNOD
21 HYDREF 2007 I AWST 31
2008

Mr. L. E. & Mrs. K. Banks
K. A. G. & G. M. Bond
Mr. A. Bowers
Mr. C. D. Britton
Mrs. M. J. Caplin, The Ivy House
Dr. D. T. & Mrs. J. Davies, Ayr
Mike Davies, Hereford
Mr. J. Deans, Lincs.
Simon Fuller, Quay Design Associates
Limited
The Golden Eagle Trust Limited
Mr. & Mrs. P. Horsley
Sir Michael Leighton BT
Mr. J. Lyden, Co. Cork, IRELAND
Dr. W. J. Marshall
Mr. B. & Mrs. P. A. Martin
Mr. S. Piasecki
Miss C. Pike
Gwyn & Mrs. N. Roberts
Mr. D. H. E. Rope
Ms. M. F. Print, Shropshire
P. F Sutton?
Mr. P. & Mrs. G. Thompson
Mr. & Mrs. N. Tubbs
Mr. E. A. & Mrs. J. E. Veal
E. J. Watson
Mr. C. W. Webb

Miss E. Wilkinson
Mr. D. B. Williams
Mr. Iolo Williams, BirdMan Media
Trustees of Joseph Strong Frazer
Deceased Reg. Charity

And anyone else I may have
accidentally omitted

We would also like to
welcome the following new
`Friends of the Welsh Kite’
and thank them for their
support.

Hoffwn ddiolch hefyd i
aelodau newydd `Cyfeillion
Barcudiaid Cymru’ am eu
cymorth.
Mr. C. & Mrs. D. Alderson (Powys),
Mr. G. Aston (Staffs.), Mr. D, Mrs. K.
& Master C. Barker (Lancs.), Mr. D.
Bradbury (Staffs.), Mr. J. Brockwell
(Powys), Mr. P. A. Bouch (Lincs.), Mr. R.
& Mrs. S. Butler (S.Staffs), Mr. & Mrs.
G. Butters (S. Glos.), Miss E. M. Carling
(Hants.), Mr. J. Carter (Powys), Dr. A. A.
Collyer (Soms.), Mr. W. Davis (Warks.),
Mr. J. Dean (Ceredig), Mr. R. J. & Mrs.
J. M. Dean (Middx.), Mr. P. Edwards
(Cardiff), Mrs. D. E. Edwards (Powys),
Mr. P. J. N. Ellis (Ceredig.), Mr. M. &
Mrs. H. Elsam (Berks.), Mr. A. Fenner &
family (Devon), Mr. K. & Mrs. D. Fletcher
(Ches.), Mr. D. Francis (Ceredig.), Mr.
C. P. Franks (Glam), Mr. R. A. Fraser
(Derbs.), Mrs. F. M. Fuller (Carms.), Mr.
P. J. & Mrs. J. Fuller (Herf.), Mr. P. Gelson
& Ms. M. Gwenlan (Caerphilly C.B.), Ms.
P. Gibson & family (Powys), Mrs. E. M.
Graham (Carms.), Rev. E. L. Griffiths
(London), Mr. R. Hansel (Powys), Mr.
J. Harper & family (Caerphilly), Mr. &
Mrs. J. Harrison & family (Kent), Mr.
R. & Mrs. J. Hatherly (Berks.), Mrs. G.

Hewlett & Mrs. D. Haisman (Bucks.),
Mr. A. J. Hughes (Powys), Miss. E.
Hutchings (Ceredig.), Mr. P. James
(Ceredig.), Mr. R. P. Jones (Glos.), Mrs.
A. Kelland (Warks.), Mrs. J. Kershaw
(W. Yorks), Ms. J. Lennon (Aberdeen),
Mr. A. Liebscher (Pembs.), Mr. & Mrs.
Lock (Powys), Mr. A. McClure (Co.
Antrim), Mr. A. McCormick (Doncaster),
Mrs. R. J. Messer (Bath), Mr. F. J.
R. Miller (Devon), Mr. I. P. Millington
(Essex), Mr. F. A. & Mrs. J. M. Morgan
(W.Mids.), Mr. C. Murray (Dumfries), Dr.
C. T. Newnham (Oxon), Mr. N. Nicholls
(Corn.), Miss M. Northway (RCT), Ms.
G. Oram (Cardiff), Ms. J. F. Pannett, Mr.
J. Parry (Ceredig.), Ms. A. Parsons &
Mr. G. Taylor (Ceredig.), Mr. M. Pearce
(Leics.), Prof. G. Price (Ceredig.), Ms. P.
F. Print (Shrops.), Mr. & Mrs. R. F. Pullin
(Bristol), Dr. G. P. Roberts (Glam.),
Ms. N. Roe & Mr. P. Bowen (Shrops.),
Miss D. L. Rowling (Bridgend), Mr. M.
Scott (W.Sussex), Mr. J. Slocombe
(Glam), Mr. P. R. Steward (Midlothian),
Mr. J. Stonebridge (Ceredig.), Mr. P. J.
Taylor (Herf.), Mr. L. Turner (Staffs.),
Mrs. J. Van Der Meer (Newport), Joyce
Watson AC BSc. ECON (Cardiff), Mr. T.
J. Weaver (Shrops.), Ms. J. Webborn
(Swansea), Mrs. S. E. West (Shrops.),
Mr. R. Wilkinson (Norf.),
Although it is not possible, for
confidentiality reasons, to name all
those concerned, we are indebted to
Forest Enterprise, Welsh Water and all
the other landowners who allowed us
access for the purpose of monitoring
or filming breeding kites.
Er nad yw yn bosibl, am resymau
cyfrinacheddol, i enwi’r cyfan, yr ydym
yn ddyledus i Antur Coedwigaeth, Dwr
Cymru a’r holl dirfeddianwyr eraill a
ganiataodd fynediad er mwyn i ni fonitro
neu ffilmio barcudiaid yn bridio.

WKT GUMMED LABELS
These
gummed labels
are available in packs of
200 labels for just £5.00
+ £1.00 p&p. Printed in
black on “Environmentally
Friendly” gummed paper
they are ideal for re-using
all those envelopes that
you would normally put in
the bin. Just stick one over
the old address and use
the top part to fold over
and seal the envelope.
Order direct from:
The Welsh Kite Trust
c/o Samaria
Nantmel
Llandrindod Wells
LD1 6EN.
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As usual we would also like to thank the
Powell family at Gigrin Farm (Rhayader),
Mary Lewis and the volunteers at Tregaron
Kite Centre, Ceredig and Janet Morgan
(Nant-yr-Arian Kite Centre), Susanna and
Michael Binsted (Talsarn), Peter Faulkener
and Ceri Davies (Llanddeusant) and
anyone else who provided us with free
advertising opportunities or dispensed
leaflets. We would also like to thank all the
volunteers and staff at the Nant-yr-Arian
“Aren’t Welsh Birds Brilliant Project” and in
particular Joe Hawthorn for making it such
a successful venture.
Finally we would like to thank Chris Powell
for his constant, free, maintenance of our
website.
Yn ol ein harefr hoffem ddatgan ein diolch
i deulu Powell, Fferm Grigin, Rhayader,
Mary Lewis a’r gwirfoddolwyr yng
nghanolfan Barcudiaid Tregaron, Ceredig
a Janet Morgan (Canolfan Barcudiaid Nant
yr Arian), Susanna a Michael Binstead
(Talsarn), Peter Faulkener a Ceri Davies
(Llanddeusant) ac unrhyw un arall sydd
wedi cynnig hysbysebion di-dal inni neu
sydd wedi bod yn rhannu ein taflenni.
Hoffem ddiolch hefyd i wirfoddolwyr a staff
Nant yr Arian sydd wedi bod yn gofalu am
y fenter ‘Tydi Adar yn Bril!!’gan sicrhau bod
y fenter wedi bod yn llwyddiant.
Yn olaf, diolchwn i Chris Powell am ofalu
am y wefan, a hynny yn ddi dal.

Our sincere thanks to Mr Dafydd
Hughes for his Welsh translation
of this newsletter.
Hoffem ddiolch yn fawr i Mr
Dafydd Hughes am gyfieithu’r
cylchlythyr hwn.

Unless otherwise credited, all
articles in this newsletter are
written by Tony Cross.
Os na ddywedir yn wahanol,
mae pob erthygl yn y
cylchlythyr
hwn
wedi’i
ysgrifennu gan Tony Cross.

WELSH KITE TRUST
CHARITY PINBADGES

Views expressed in this
magazine are not necessarily
those of The Welsh Kite
Trust.
Nid yw’r safbwyntiau a fynegir
yn y cylchgrawn hwn o
reidrwydd yn gytun a safbwynt
Ymddiriedolaeth Barcudiaid
Cymru
Articles on any issue relating
to kites (or advertisements) are
welcomed for possible inclusion
in the next issue of Boda Wennol.
We are particularly keen to
receive pen and ink sketches
or photographs of kites for use
in our newsletters and other
publicity material. The deadline
for inclusion in the next issue is
31st March 2009.
Croesewir unrhyw fater (neu
hysbysebion) yn ymwneud‚ â
barcudiaid ar gyfer eu cynnwys,
o bosib, yn y rhifyn nesaf o Boda
Wennol. Yr ydym yn awyddus
iawn i dderbyn lluniau pin ac inc
neu ffotograffau o farcudiaid i’w
cynnwys yn ein cylchlythyrau
a defnydd hysbysebu eraill.
Y dyddiad olaf i’w derbyn am
y rhifyn nesaf yw 31 Mawrth
2009.

In July 2007 the Trust released its
new enamelled metal charity pinbadges. They feature a Red Kite
in flight with its tail spread from a
design by Tony Cross.
Each badge measures 45mm across
the diagonal and is fitted with a
revolving broach fastening on the
back for added security.
Badges are available at Gigrin Farm,
Nant-yr-Arian Cafe and AWBB event,
Tregaron Kite Centre & Museum, the
Wye Knot Stop cafe in Llyswen, C.J.
Wildbird Foods shop at Uffington
near Shrewsbury and the Long Mynd
visitor centre in Shropshire. We are
extremely grateful to the owners of
all these venues for their asistance.
The suggested donation is £1.00.
Badges are also available through
the post for a suitable donation plus
£1.00 p&p per badge.
Donations received so far total in
excess of £2,000
Please note that the address
for all correspondence is:

The Welsh Kite Trust
“Samaria”, Nantmel
Llandrindod Wells
Powys, LD1 6EN
Kite Cartoons by a young and
very talented local cartoonist
Matt Davies (c) Welsh Kite Trust

Telephone 01597 825981
email: info@welshkitetrust.org
www.welshkitetrust.org
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